
1 Measure from the top edge of the captile strip or from approx 
10mm above the shower tray top surface in the absence of a 
captile strip, up to the underside of the curtain rail bracket.
NOTE: You will need to deduct approx 35mm from your 
measurement to leave a gap between the bottom of the curtain 
rail bracket & captive curtain profile which will allow for inserting 
& removing the shower curtain. 

1a Position the captive curtain profile against the wall with the slot 
centralised beneath the bottom of the curtain rail bracket, with the 
long edge facing into the shower area. 

2 The bottom edge of the captive curtain profile should sit on the 
captile strip top edge as shown, or approx 10mm above the 
shower tray top surface in the absence of a captile strip. 

The captive curtain profile is supplied in a 2000mm length. 
If you need to cut to a different length, do so using a suitable 
hacksaw fully de-burring the cut end afterwards with a file.

3 Use a spirit level to ensure the profile is straight vertically, mark 
the walls & drill the wall with a suitable drill bit & secure the 
profile to the wall using suitable wall fixings. 
Apply a bead of silicone sealant to the profiles inner edge. 

4 Slide the grey rubber seam insert into the shower curtains looped 
hem. There is a looped hem to each edge of the curtain. 

5 With the seam insert placed into the hem, pinch the bottom of 
the curtain and carefully feed the curtain down into the captive 
curtain profile slot. 

NOTE: Cut the rubber seam insert to size if required, so it sits on 
top of the captile strip or to finish flush inside the curtains bottom 
hem fold, this will help to keep the rubber insert in position.

5a Ensure the rubber seam insert finishes flush with the top of the 
curtain hem as this will also help to keep the insert in position. 

6 With the curtain fully engaged in the captive curtain profile attach 
the hooks & gliders on the curtain rail to the shower curtain. 

NOTE: When installed with a captile strip approx 100mm of 
the shower curtain will hang free from the captile strip or approx 
10mm above the shower tray surface.

TECHNICAL SUMMARY

Captive curtain wall profile manufactured from grade 6063 
aluminium & powder coated to RAL 9910.

Seam insert manufactured from TPE.

Must be used with a Contour Showers shower curtain with a 
looped hem.
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